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Lp ESTIMATES FOR AREA INTEGRALS
WITH RESPECT TO SINGULAR MEASURES

Choon-Serk Suh

1. Introduction

The theory of the tent spaces on the upper half-space 明서」was 
introduced from the work of R. R. Coifman, Y. Meyer and E. M. Stein
[1] . Their works resulted in many applications involving the study of 
a variety of questions related to harmonic analysis. We carry out the 
theory of the tent spaces on. the generalized upper haltspace X x (0, oo), 
where X is a space of homogeneous type.

We begin by introducing the notion of a space of homogeneous type
[2] : Let X be a topological space endowed with Borel measure As
sume that d is a pseudo-metric on X, that is, a nonnegative function 
on X x X satisfying

(i) d(x, x) = 0; d(x, g/)〉0 if ⑦关饥

(ii) 涉(z,g) = and
(iii) z) < K{d(xy y) + d(y, z)), where K is some fixed constant.

Assume further that
(a) the balls B{x,p) = {g € X , d(x,y} < p}, p > 0, form a basis 

of open neighborhoods at x e X,
and that 卩，satisfies the doubling property:

(b) 0 < 2p)) < < oo, where A is some fixed
constant.

Then we call (X, d,(£) a space of homogeneous type.
Property (hi) will be referred to as the “trian읺e inequality.Note 

that property (b) implies that for every C > 0 the호e exists a constant 
Ac < oo such that
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for all x € X and p > 0.
Now consider the space X x (0,oo), which is a kind of generalized 

upper half-space over X. We then, define the analogue of nontangential 
or conoical regions as follows. For x e Xy set

r(x) = ex x (0,oo) : X E B(y, i)}.

For any set E U X, the tent over E is the set

E = {(g,t) eX x (0,oo) : B(y,t) C E}.

It is then very easy to check that

E = (Xx(0,oo))\ |Jr(x).
x^E

For a function f defined on X x (0, oo), we define an area integral 
&」/) by

(LI) &。)(*)= (£()l/(4‘圳2哗籍으) > a £

iox x E X.
We then also define 사le tent space x (0, oo)), 0 < p < oo, by

理(X X (0,oo)) = {/ : Aa(f) e ZP(由/)}

with
11/llTf = ||4a(/)||[P(叩).

For 0 < p < 1, a function a, supported in B for some ball B in X, is 
said to be a (饱 2)-atom if

仆3, 圳也平으 W(B)」2/P.

We now define certain generalized area integrals associated with ap
propriate singular measures on X. Let i/ be a positive measu호e on X, 
and assume there exists a constant C so that

(1-2) i人 B(gMCp6
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for some fixed 0 > 0. Then, fo호 fixed p, 0 < p < 1, and a function / 
defined on X x (0, oo), we define another area integral Gp)a(/) by

(f /2(a-/3)/p 、'/2
(1.3) Gpq(f)(z) = 0()|/(m)|2顶百T心/)叫 ,a G R

for x e X. Note that when a ~ (3 the two definitions (1.1) and (1.3) 
coincide.

In this paper we are concerned with the inequality for the Lp norms 
of area integrals Aa(f) and GP)Q:(/) in X x (0, oo); more precisely, there 
exists a constant Cp so that if / G 7강'(X x (0,oo)), 0 < p < 1, and v 
is a positive measure on X satisfying (1.2), then we have

\\Gp^(f)\\LP(du) 으 이|&(/)11乙卩(由)

2. Main result

We state the two lemmas we need.

Lemma 1. Let (X, d, p) be a space of homogeneous type. If f E 
電(X x (0, cq)), 0 < p < 1, then

8
(2.1) |/(z,t)| V 顼妇(z,切，

3=0

where the a3 Js are (p, 2)-atoms, and the X3 Js are positive numbers. 
Moreover,

oo
(2.2) 이 I4W)II况时

J=0

Proof. See Suh[3].
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Lemma 2. Let (X, d, g) be a space of homogeneous type, and let v 
be a positive measure on X with the property (1.2). Suppose 0 < p < 1. 
Then there exists a constant Cp so that if a is a (p, 2)-atom supported 
in the tent B over a ball B having radius p, then

[[GPjQ(a)(x)]pdz/(x) < Cp.
Jx

Proof. Let a be a (p, 2)-atom supported in the tent B over a ball B 
having radius p, and be the characteristic function of the ball

i). Then 

(2-3)
[ [Gpq(a) (:圳싱gz) 

Jx
f r t2(a-/3)/p \

，(人()'지"'圳 厅+1 히心)dt)

+2(a-/3)/p \

,f IMm)l —e—xbs)3)如3)也 衣3)
X \JXx(0,oo) 毋十丄 J

f "8+2(aM)/p

MC I |Q(g,圳 一一—pj一dfi(y)dt,
Xx(0,oo) * 十

since
/ Xb(以)3)d讯Q)< CtP.
Jx

Now observe that t < 2p for (y, t) E B and small p > 0. So the last 
side of (2.3) is less than

网，圳 2 여씌四

色C叭B)」이? (by l-2/p<0).

Thus

I 0po(a)(£)]%〃(％)< Cu(B)'q/P 
x

(2.4)
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for some constant C. For 0 < p < 1, Holder's inequality and (2.4) give 
that

[GPia(a)(x)]pdi/(x)

(2—P)/2

(,XB(：圳 2/(2-P)Mr))

<CP

[Gp0(a)(a시닝”：e)
(2-p)/2

for some constant Cp. The proof is therefore complete.

The main result of this paper is now the following.

Theorem 3. Let (X, be a space of homogeneous type, and 
let p be a positive measure on X with the property (1.2). Then there 
exists a constant Cp so that if f eT^X x (0,(X))), 0 < p < 1, then

||Gp)a(/)||LP(dl/)< 이也).

Proof. Let / E x (0, co)), 0 < p < 1 and write

oo
IJW圳 <

J=o

as in (2.1) of Lemma 1. Then we obtain

f 8 J.2(oc—/3)/p

[GP)Q(/)(X)]2 < / [£爲印(0,圳2 하倾dt
氏3)當 1

£2(。—會 P
XlXJaz(y, t)冷+i—dfi(y)dt

Z,J

f t2(a-(3)/p 'I7”

£)[Atat(y,t)]2 ta+l -d^dtj
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（f ^2（a-/3）/p 2
x \Jr（）爲이们划 一声厂（也血）dt）

oo
=[£爲 出圳 2.

j=0

Thus we obtain

(2-5)
oo

圳P M 圳P.
J=o

Integrate both sides of (2.5) with respect to du(x). Then it follows 
from (2.2) and Lemma 2 t뇨a*

X

京疽逐
J=o

M （시|&。）|*（刑）.

Thus
11(私,＜或/)||乙叩儿) ＜ ＜시屈(/)||乙叩也).

The proof is therefore complete.
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